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What does
Google want?

- Google’s aim is to provide users with the most relevant result for their query.
- Google wants you to succeed with SEO. The better your site, content, and SEO, the better for searchers. And the better for Google.
- The more of a trusted, expert authority you and your site are on a topic or about your products, the better for Google: your content will be more relevant and more
helpful to searchers. Everyone wins, including Google.

Your website is
like a garden

It’s in your interest to do whatever best helps your site flourish. Or, framed another way, you want to:

- Plant the seeds for search engine optimization
- Fertilize your seeds in your garden over time
- Harvest your crops (traﬃc) when ready
Like maintaining a garden, search engine optimization is an ongoing process. You’re going to start, optimize, and improve your page over time. There is no set-and-forget
with SEO -- if you did that with your garden, you’d end up with weeds.
There’s no shortcut to magically getting your pages to rank with minimal eﬀort or time. You’re planting the seeds, watering and fertilizing, pruning, and your harvest
will come with time and eﬀort.

Who am I?

-

I’m Kai Davis, a digital and internet marketing consultant
I’ve been in digital marketing, internet marketing, and Ecommerce for close to two decades
I’m the founder of Double Your Ecommerce, a Shopify micro-agency that helps Shopify stores get found online and get more traﬃc
I’ve been consulting on SEO since ~2010 and working with Shopify clients since ~2014 and I’ve been working in Ecommerce since 2006.

The Website X-Ray

In 2015, I started selling my popular Website X-Ray service oﬀering. It’s like taking your Shopify store in for a 98-point SEO inspection. Over dozens of these
engagements, I’ve gained a deep appreciation of what people are doing right when it comes to SEO, what they’re doing wrong, and how you can do better.

Building a Strong
SEO Foundation

Today? Let’s look at the foundational concepts that make sense for your store. We’ll also talk through short and simple optimizations you can take to help customers and
Google more easily find your site.
At the end of the presentation, we’ll make space for Q&A.

1. Optimizing
‘Search UX’

Search UX - Search User Experience - is the experience of a searcher finding your site in the results for a query and clicking through to your site.
What’s that experience like?
Just like we pay close attention to our products and homepage, it’s worth considering the tooth-to-tail experience a searcher goes through:

-

Searching for a query
Finding your site in the search results
Clicking through to your page or product
Moving forward in their buying journey to the next page on your site

As Google becomes even more sophisticated and as more and more people switch to Ecommerce for their shopping, the experience of finding and accessing your
site will become more and more important.
Your goal is to keep everything in alignment.
It’s easy for this to fall out of alignment; update a page, start targeting a new keyword, your competitors shift their positioning, etc.
I recommend auditing your search experience at least monthly for your top 3-5 (or more) keywords.

To improve your Search UX:
• First, what are the top two or three keywords people are searching for to ﬁnd
you? (Google Search Console can help you answer that)

• Then, for each of those keywords, self-audit the search experience:
• Search in Google for the keywords
• Look at where you (and your competitors) rank
• What do people see when they ﬁnd you?
• What do you see when you click through to your site?
• What could you do better?

Self Audit Steps
- Google your keywords in a private/incognito browser. Look at where you rank, who your competitors are, and what the experience feels like for someone finding you
and clicking through from the search results.
- What do people see when they find you? Do your titles and meta descriptions align with what they searched for? Are they oﬀ?
- What could you do better?

2. Optimizing For
Search Intent

What’s the meaning behind the query? Your content needs to align with the search intent.
If you’re targeting a popular and relevant keyword phrase (e.g., “Red Shoes for ballroom dancing”), you can optimize for other types of searches, like:
- Informational searches - “What shoes to wear ballroom dancing”
- Transactional searches - “Coupon for red shoes for ballroom dancing”
- Commercial investigation searches - “Review red shoes for ballroom dancing”

To improve Search Intent, ask yourself:
• For your most important keywords, what search intent do they match?
(e.g., informational, transactional, commercial)

• What other keyword phrases for diﬀerent search intents can you write
content for?

• What content can you create this month for these other, relevant
queries?

3. Page Titles

Think of your page titles as headlines in a newspaper. If your page title is hard to read, not relevant, or keyword stuﬀed, that will make it harder for visitors and Google to
understand what the page is about. That translates to lower rankings and lower clicks.
The key mindset to have with your page titles is empathy for the searcher. They’re on a mission. How can your page title better describe the content, information, or
product on your site?

Query: Red Dance Shoes

Does your title make sense in isolation? Is it meeting the searcher where they are in relation to their query?
Let’s take a look at this example from JJs House for the query Red Dance Shoes.
we can see they’re optimizing their title to focus on this query — and give deeper context in terms of the types of dance shoes they oﬀer.
Their meta description is written especially for this query and both entices and assures the searcher that JJ’s is a safe bet for finding their next pair of shoes.
JJ’s is doing a good job.

Query: Red Dance Shoes

Does your title make sense in comparison to your competitors?
(Click)
Very Fine oﬀers a contrasting look at a title / description.

- The title is more focused on their company than the query
- The description gives us a run down of diﬀerent types of shoes that they sell - similar to JJ’s - but their meta description neither entices nor assures us that they’re a
safe or good option. It feels a little spammy.
(Click)
On the balance, JJ’s has a much better title and description.

To improve your page titles, do this:
• Pick a primary keyword to target for each page
• Have your title be human readable and make sense
• Entice the searcher to click-through
• Not sure what to say? Start with a basic, descriptive title. Optimize it
later.

- Pick a primary keyword to target for each page
- Have your title be human readable and make sense. A good title tag is written for humans first, not search engines, not robots, and the title should accurately
describe the page, post, or product.
- Entice the searcher to click-through. You want to build trust and sell the click.
- Not sure what to say? Start with a basic, descriptive title. Optimize it later.

Advanced title writing framework
• Draft One: Start with giving a passing nod to search engines.
• Draft Two: Next, consider social media users. The title of the page or
article should be compelling to busy folks scrolling their feed.

• Draft Three: Add a piece or two of ﬂair. The easiest way to do this is to

add better words (change verbs or add adjectives), or replace dull words
with ones that sparkle.

4. Page Content

Very important. Lots of subtopics here we don’t have time to go into.
Page content is very important to have. Make sure you’re matching what people are searching for.

- Deliver what’s promised.
- Convey Expertise, Authority, and Trust.
- Write it so it’s meaningful. Matches what people are looking for.
Content shouldn’t be keyword stuﬀed, amateur, or weak.
How do you win the content wars with those competitors that keep outranking you?
Look at your competitors that outrank you. You need to match or beat your competitors in terms of the quality and relevance of the content.
Take a keyword you’re fighting for, look at your competitors for that keyword, and use this competitive research to set the benchmark for the content your store needs.
We could go all day. There’s enough to say about content to fill a whole presentation, but for now, we’re going to jump to Bounce Rate.

5. Bounce Rate

Bounce rate is the percentage of visitors who enter your site and then leave ("bounce") rather than continuing to view other pages on your site.
Is your page meeting expectations for your target keyword? If it isn’t, your bounce rate will go up.
High bounce rate is a negative ranking signal for Google.
Think about it: if people kept showing up at your store, walking in, and then IMMEDIATELY turning around and walking out, you’d think ‘what the hell is going on?’
That’s what Google thinks when they see a high bounce rate on your site for a particular page and keyword pair. To improve the search experience, Google will lower your
position for that keyword.
How can you see a high bounce rate? Analytics (like Google Analytics) will tell you what your bounce rate is.

Bounce Rate Ranges

•
•
•
•

> 70% bounce rate = bad ☹
60 - 70% = fine, could be better 😐
50 - 60% = good 😄
< 50% = great 🤩

Ignore low traﬃc pages
(e.g., three visitors and a 90% bounce rate? You’re fine.)

How do you fight a high bounce rate?
• Invest in user testing (see where strangers visiting your high-bounce rate
page get stuck)

• Add internal links (so people have something to click on to move forward)
• Optimize your page titles (so you’re accurately communicating what the
page is about in the search results)

You have the curse of knowledge on your own site! The most impactful options will involve seeing how other people use and engage with your site.
User Testing (or just saying ‘yo, friend, I’ll give you $20 to click through the site and add a product to your cart while I watch’) will help you find friction points.

- Audit the page yourself from search -> checkout.
- Where’s it clunky?
- Where are you left without a clear next step?
- User testing!
- Watch someone else (e.g., friend) search for a keyword, find your page, and move forward.
- Where do they get stuck?
- Add internal links!
- A clear next step for people to take.
- (e.g., “Check out our red ballroom shoes or our guide to ballroom shoes)
- Page Titles!
- If your page title doesn’t describe the page accurately, people will click-through, get confused, and leave.
- If you have a page title that says “Dance Shoes” but the content is “Exercise Shoes,” that will lead to a high bounce rate.

6. Internal
Linking

Internal links are important for many reasons.

What is an internal link?
A link on one of your pages in the page content (not just footer/header) that links to another page on your site
Internal links help say to Google “Hey, this other page is relevant and to show that I’m linking to it with this relevant keyword phrase.”
This helps people and Google’s robots know what the other pages are about, signals importance and relevance, and helps with conversions and lowering bounce rate
(e.g., “That’s what I need!” click).

What should you do to improve internal linking?
1. First, identify your SEO priority pages (you want these to rank better / get
more traﬃc)
2. Then, identify your popular/high-traﬃc pages (Google Analytics will
help here) and pages with a lot of external links (Google Search Console)
3. Link from your popular/high-traﬃc pages to your SEO priority pages
(e.g., check out my guide on ballroom shoes)

Identify your most important pages. Those should include:
(click)
- Best converting products
- Important marketing pages
- Pages important for your SEO
(click)
Add more links (from your popular/high-traﬃc pages) to your important pages
- Link from pages that have a lot of external links pointing to them
- (e.g., link from your homepage to your important SEO page)
- Use keywords in your internal link that are relevant to the page you’re linking to
- (e.g., check out my guide on ballroom shoes)

7. Link Building

Now, to clarify, link building is primarily about getting 3rd party sites to link to you. This is slightly diﬀerent from internal linking.
External links get google (and people) to your site and signal Expertise, Authority, and Trust. If the NYTimes or WireCutter is linking to you, that’s a strong vote of
confidence.
The more high-quality links you have from other sites, the more expert, authoritative, and trusted you appear.

Let’s say you’re having a yard sale.
If you’re expecting people to find your yard sale without signs or ads - just by luck - that’s a recipe for failure.

Links to your store are like signs in yards throughout your neighborhood advertising your yard sale.
The more signs you have, the more likely people are to know about your yard sale and the easier it will be to get people shopping at your yard sale.
Relevance and quality play a huge part here.
- If you live in Portland, Oregon, and have signs up in Portland and ads in newspaper in Portland about your yard sale. You’re doing it right.
- If you have a sign in Eugene, Oregon? Eh, not so great. Not a lot of people are going to make the drive up to Portland.
- If you have a sign in Nebraska, Oklahoma? That just seems weird. And not relevant. And spammy.
Links need to be relevant and convey expertise, authority, and trust. Higher quality (e.g., higher relevance, better, more authoritative) links will have an outsized impact on
your store and your ability to be found in Google.

Link building requires an investment of time, eﬀort, and resources.
To return to the garden metaphor, link building is spending time in the garden week after week, building paths, laying down hose, and working on garden beds.
There’s no set-and-forget with link building. You’re planting the seeds, building relationships, watering and fertilizing, and harvesting high-quality, relevant links with time.

Do these next to earn more (high-quality) links
• Outreach! Ask people to link to you (e.g., vendors, suppliers, customers,
industry sites)

• Create high-quality content that answers questions or provides
direction

• Invest time (and or money) in Digital Public Relations (e.g., podcast tour,
guest articles, oﬀ-site reviews, speaking at conferences)

- Outreach!
- Create high-quality content that attracts links
- Digital Public Relations! (podcast tour, guest articles, oﬀ site reviews)

8. E.A.T.

• Expertise
• Authority
• Trust

• Expertise — Focus on learning a
topic well

• Authority — Create a reputation
around that topic

• Trust — Build trust signals
around your website

Why is EAT relevant and important?
As Google aims to share the most relevant, timely, helpful resources and content, Expertise, Authority, and Trust are layered on top of your content and the links pointing
to your site. Your E. A. T. is one of many ways that Google sifts the good content from the bad and says “This is relevant” or “This is spam”
(click)
Expertise — Focus on learning a topic well (e.g., read books, write articles, have conversations, watch videos, go to conferences)
Authority — Create a reputation around that topic (e.g., write content, produce videos, give presentations and talks at events and conferences)
Trust — Build trust signals around the web and your website (e.g., reviews, testimonials, social proof, contact + communication links, inbound links from events/
conferences/high-quality, relevant sites).
———
Expertise and authority sound like the same thing, what’s the diﬀerence?

- Expertise is more of ‘what do you know about this’
- Authority is more ‘other people recognize that you know a lot about this”

Do these to eat more build your E.A.T
• Expertise — Digital Public Relations (e.g., win awards, speak at
conferences, write for websites, be a guest on podcasts)

• Authority — Reviews, links from authorities, and creating authoritative
content

• Trust — Online reviews from happy customers (reviews are a known
ranking factor), public relations (e.g., guest on podcasts, write guest
articles).

- Expertise — Digital Public Relations (e.g., win awards, speak at conferences, write for websites, be a guest on podcasts)
- Authority — Reviews, links from authorities, and authoritative content (think: “do you have business talking about what you’re talking about?”)
- Trust — Online reviews from happy customers (reviews are a known ranking factor), public relations (e.g., guest on podcasts, write guest articles). (think: “If you’re
selling home decor, you should have articles on ‘5 ways to make the most out of your space’”)

You have
questions, I have
answers

Seeder question
“Is it worth it for me to do this and invest in someone else doing this?”
“When does it make sense to do this?”
“Is SEO something to worry about now? Wait on it?”
“How can I get more links to my site?”

Thanks for attending this talk!
Here’s how I can help you and your store

• Download a copy of this presentation + notes + recommended free/
paid SEO tools at DoubleYourEcommerce.com/PDXMeetup/

• I can help your store with
• SEO TuneUp, a done-for-you service tuning up your site + top 3
products for common SEO issues

• Website X-Ray, a deep dive analysis of your store and your store’s SEO
with a report identifying the 5-8 ‘big wins’ for you to get more traﬃc

• Reach out at any time: kai@doubleyourecommerce.com

